
Geiger Textiles collaborated with BassamFellows to create the  
five menswear-inspired patterns of the Sartorial Collection.  
Each pattern blends high-craft techniques and industrial 
processes to fulfill the Geiger Textiles promise of delivering 
luxury at every price point. From the heavy weavings of  
Corded Stripe, Double Beam Redux, and True Herringbone  
to the subtle three-dimensionality of Mini Plaid and Micro 
Houndstooth, the collection offers a variety of texture  
and scale while remaining focused on patterns that are  
integral to their constructions.

Sartorial Collection
 



CORDED STRIPE
Corded Stripe is a modern interpretation of the traditional  
rep weave produced on a specialty wire velvet loom, creating  
an épinglé construction. The pattern is inspired by a traditional 
stripe found in men’s neckwear, with thin and thick stripes 
creating a calming symmetry. This exceptionally versatile palette 
integrates six restrained colors of yarn, which reference  
colors from prior BassamFellows collections, making Corded 
Stripe a strong statement piece that coordinates well across  
the Geiger Textiles offering. 

APPLICATION   Seating
CONTENT   100% Cotton
BACKING  Polyester/Cotton
ABRASION   90,000 double rubs, Wyzenbeek 
FLAMMABILITY   CA TB 117-2013
NO. OF COLORWAYS   6
PRICE GROUP   9
NET PRICE   $130 per yard

DOUBLE BEA M REDUX
As the name implies, Double Beam Redux is a reinterpretation  
of Double Beam from Geiger Textiles’ Ensemble Collection.  
Both textiles use the same double-beam loom, which produces 
fabrics of great heft. With Double Beam Redux, the basket weave 
construction combines a lustrous rayon warp with a new matte 
post-consumer recycled polyester to pass the CA TB 117-2013 
upholstery flammability test. In addition, a fine black yarn has 
been added to give each box a subtle outline that creates a  
small checker pattern. BassamFellows also updated the seven 
colorways based on their color study of natural pigments. 

APPLICATION   Seating, Geiger Tackboards
CONTENT   52% Rayon, 45% Post-Consumer Recycled  
 Polyester, 3% Nylon
FINISH   PFOA-Free Stain Resistant
BACKING   Acrylic
ABRASION   100,000 double rubs, Wyzenbeek
FLAMMABILITY   CA TB 117-2013
NO. OF COLORWAYS   7
PRICE GROUP   7
NET PRICE   $78 Per Yard

MICRO HOUNDSTOOTH
A classic menswear pattern that has seen numerous 
interpretations over the decades, houndstooth patterns  
are strong without being loud. In this small-scale version,  
the pattern reads like a texture, with its strong positive  
and negative variation of two-tone colors creating a three-
dimensional effect. Appropriate for high-traffic applications, 
Micro Houndstooth is exceptionally durable and can be  
cleaned easily with water, solvent, or diluted household  
bleach. The 11 available colorways range from neutrals  
to pops of orange, red, and blue.

APPLICATION   Seating, Geiger Tackboards,  
 Upholstered Walls
CONTENT   50% Polyester, 33% Post-Consumer  
 Recycled Polyester, 17% Post-Industrial  
 Recycled Polyester
FINISH   PFOA-Free Stain Resistant
BACKING   Acrylic
ABRASION   60,000 Double Rubs, Wyzenbeek 
FLAMMABILITY   CA TB 117-2013;  
 ASTM E 84 Unadhered, Class A  
NO. OF COLORWAYS   11
PRICE GROUP   4
NET PRICE   $36 Per Yard

MINI PL AID 
With a construction that defies expectations for a plaid,  
Mini Plaid employs a crepe weave and gradating colors within 
each box of the pattern to create a soft, three-dimensional 
appearance. The 12 colorways range from neutral to vibrant, 
including oranges, reds and blues that can be mixed with other 
natural tones to beautiful effect within a room environment. 
Another hardworking textile, Mini Plaid can be cleaned easily  
with water, solvent, or diluted household bleach, making it 
appropriate in high-traffic applications..

APPLICATION   Seating, Geiger Tackboards,  
 Upholstered Walls
CONTENT   100% Polyester
FINISH   PFOA-Free Stain Resistant
BACKING   Acrylic
ABRASION   65,000 Double Rubs, Wyzenbeek
FLAMMABILITY   CA TB 117-2013;  
 ASTM E 84 Unadhered, Class A  
NO. OF COLORWAYS   12
PRICE GROUP   3
NET PRICE   $33 Per Yard
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TRUE HERRINGBONE
True Herringbone makes an elegant, lasting impression. It is a 
large-scale reinterpretation of classic herringbone patterns found 
in parquetry and masonry as well as high-end menswear. Based 
on traditional needlepoint construction, the woven pattern uses  
a three-color striation in the filling direction complemented  
by the subtle shine of the warp threads. Colors in each of the nine 
colorways are mixed with natural tones (beige or gray) to create  
an effect that is easy on the eye.  

APPLICATION   Seating
CONTENT   49% Rayon, 48% Post-Consumer  
 Recycled Polyester, 3% Nylon
FINISH   PFOA-Free Stain Resistant
BACKING Acrylic
ABRASION   100,000 double rubs, Wyzenbeek 
FLAMMABILITY   CA TB 117-2013
NO. OF COLORWAYS   9
PRICE GROUP   7
NET PRICE   $80 per yard
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